**INTRODUCTION**

Fujifilm’s PACS and VNA solutions, combined with Loadbalancer.org’s expertise in medical imaging applications, ensure intelligently designed solutions every time.

**KEY BENEFITS**

A cluster of Fujifilm Synapse servers (two or more) delivers guaranteed application uptime and scalable performance, with enterprise-grade application delivery, security and visibility.

- **Highly Available** - Keeping your PACS & VNA online, all the time
- **Infinitely Scalable** - Helping you grow, well beyond 500k studies/year
- **Ultra Fast** - No patience required, with super-fast image storage and retrieval

Your enterprise imaging solution should perform at scale and be easy to maintain without impacting users.

**HOW IT WORKS**

Loadbalancer.org’s Enterprise range of load balancers provides reliable, scalable and secure image storage and retrieval for Fujifilm Synapse PACS and VNA.

**SUPPORTED PRODUCTS**

- Fujifilm Synapse PACS
- Fujifilm Synapse VNA
- Fujifilm Synapse Mobility
WHY LOADBALANCER.ORG AND FUJIFILM

Loadbalancer.org are industry specialists in medical imaging. They have built a reputation for delivering highly available, scalable applications, and are trusted by vendors and hospitals globally.

A deep understanding of these environments ensures that, no matter how complex your enterprise imaging needs, they will be easily managed by industry-leading experts.

- The only established load balancer vendor specializing in medical imaging
- Detailed deployment documentation to get you up and running.
- Specialist consultancy to design your enterprise imaging strategy.
- Dedicated support engineers who understand your entire environment.

GETTING STARTED & RESOURCES

Contact your Fujifilm representative or Loadbalancer.org directly, for instant help on your specific requirements — and be pleasantly surprised by the quality of response you receive.

www.loadbalancer.org/medical-imaging/fujifilm
www.loadbalancer.org/industry/healthcare

ABOUT LOADBALANCER.ORG

Loadbalancer.org is a renowned international provider of reliable, versatile and cost-effective application delivery products and services. The load balancer experts provide an unbreakable solution to issues of availability and scalability, ensuring zero downtime for critical IT applications. Loadbalancer.org’s specialist engineers help design and simplify architecture, taking a consultancy-led approach which guarantees painless deployments every single time.

ABOUT FUJIFILM

Driven by original research and development, Fujifilm brings continuous innovation and leading-edge products to a broad spectrum of industries, including electronic imaging, photofinishing equipment, medical systems, life sciences, graphic arts, flat panel display materials, and office products, based on a vast portfolio of digital, optical, fine chemical and thin film coating technologies.

Throughout its activities, Fujifilm seeks to contribute to the advancement of culture, science, technology and industry, as well as to improved health and environmental quality.

Fujifilm’s overarching aim is to help enhance the quality of life of people worldwide.